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Bob Ortblad 
3/1/2024 
 

IBR - Executive Steering Group 
Public Comment, March. 5, 2024 

 

Forgive my copious information, I am only trying to correct IBR’s misinformation generated by the 
$13 million on spent communication/PR. 
 

Respectfully  

Bob Ortblad MSCE, MBA 
 

* ADA compliant versions of the attachments can be made available upon request 
 
Lance Killian 

3/1/2024 
 
Dear Executive Steering Group:  

Thank you for the opportunity to submit this testimony in advance of the meeting on March 
5th related to IBR.  We are compelled to make you aware of the situation regarding Columbia 

Business Center (CBC) in Vancouver, WA.  The Locally Preferred Alternative (LPA) would have 

material adverse impacts, including the future viability of this economic engine that has been in 
existence for the past 80 years.   

CBC has been making best efforts over the past two years to engage with IBR to address this 

situation pro-actively, but heretofore there has been no progress.  As an example, this included a 
written request to be included in the Navigation Impact Report outreach, as dictated by US Coast 
Guard (USCG) regulations.  This request was not acknowledged, so direct testimony from CBC was 

provided to the USCG as part of the Preliminary Navigation Clearance Determination (PNCD) 
outreach.  The resulting PNCD clearly states CBC’s position as the key maritime transportation 
system stakeholder/landowner/facility that would be impacted by the LPA. CBC is referenced 22 

times therein.  IBR has stated in the public forum that vertical navigation clearance (VNC) impacted 

parties (including CBC) are being worked with and will be resolved. This is not the case with CBC.  
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As the primary marine based facility upstream (less than one mile) of IBR, CBC (its facilities and 

users) has relied on and utilized the maritime system and its existing 178’ VNC for 80 years. The 
corpus of CBC’s facility, layout and operation was designed and built in reliance on the 178’ of VNC, 
and continues to rely on such today and will into the future.  CBC has allowed for existing, and will 

allow for future uses, in particular heavy manufacturing in multiple existing and future industries 

related to national security (i.e. war ship and material construction), climate change and energy (i.e. 
large wind energy and oil derrick components), and critical regional and national 

infrastructure.  CBC’s location and facilities, allow for the heavy manufacturing cluster at CBC to 
exist, is unique on the West Coast, and is a strategic asset in United States heavy manufacturing.  The 
three primary heavy manufacturing businesses at CBC negotiated lease termination rights if the VNC 

is lowered (or have only been willing to commit to short term lease renewals). A 2019 fiscal impact 

study completed by ED Hovee and Company estimated that the heavy manufacturing elements of 
CBC account for $1.3 billion annually in direct revenues and account for over 1,000 jobs. The damage 

to CBC and negative impacts to the local and regional economy would be substantial (loss of tax 
revenue and employment) from the permanent restriction of the VNC.  CBC is not able to be 
“relocated” to address the deleterious effects and functional obsolescence that would be caused by 

a 32% reduction in VNC as proposed for the IBR.  

Under the Washington State Constitution, private property “shall not be taken or damaged for public 
or private use without just compensation having been first made.” Wash, Const. Art. 1, &16.  CBC will 

take those steps necessary to object to the Record of Decision being issued without mitigation being 

worked out – this is clearly within IBR’s purview under the same USCG regulations (and the 
Washington State Constitution) under which discussions are occurring with CBC tenants. CBC’s 

regulatory and legal position has been verified by two prominent law firms.  

Included herewith is an overview of CBC and a letter that was sent to the Federal Transit Agency and 
the Federal Highway Administration in October 2023. 

CBC remains ready to resolve this challenge in a way that allows for a new bridge and addresses the 
impacts to CBC associated therewith.   

Sincerely, 

Lance Killian 

* ADA compliant versions of the attachments can be made available upon request 
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Lance Killian 

3/2/2024 
 
There were intended to be two attachments to the email/testimony below, but only one was sent 

with the original email. Please find the second document attached hereto for inclusion with the 

testimony below.   

Thank you.   

Lance 
 
* ADA compliant versions of the attachments can be made available upon request 
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Columbia Business Center
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Columbia Business Center 
History
1870s – 1930s

Developed and operated by the Hidden family as a dairy farm.

1942 – 1945
The Kaiser Shipyard is constructed and operated as a World War II 

shipbuilding facility. 

1966 – 1982
Under two different ownerships the Kaiser Shipyards is largely 
operated in its post-war condition as a heavy manufacturing 

facility. 

1982 – 1997
Hayden Corporation dba Hillman Properties Northwest 

undertakes redevelopment of portions of the Kaiser Shipyards 
to update infrastructure and build industrial buildings.

1987-2006
Schnitzer Investment Corporation assumes ownership and 

operations of Columbia Business Center.

2006 – Present

Killian Pacific assumes ownership and operations of Columbia 
Business and constructs the last industrial building. 
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General Description

• 220 acres of waterfront property zoned for heavy and light 
industry.

• 2.4 million square feet of building space in 27 buildings for 
a broad range of uses.

• 50 acres (2.2 million square feet) of outside 
storage/laydown/fabrication space.

• BNSF served rail spur, with over 3 miles of on-site service 
to multiple buildings.

• Heavy duty, large scale roll-on/roll-off barge/water access 
to the Columbia River and the Pacific Ocean.

• Home to more than 100 different businesses across a 
broad array of industry.
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Location Advantage

• 6,200 lineal feet of Columbia River shoreline, with direct 
marine connection access to national and international 
waterways via two heavy duty barge slips and in-water piers.

• Less than one mile from Interstate 5, minutes from Interstate 
205 and directly connected to the primary east-west highway 
in Clark County (State Route 14).

• CBC is located adjacent to Burlington Northern Santa Fe’s 
mainline. The mainline is serviced by a direct spur access and 
is less than three miles from the Vancouver Rail Yard.

• Portland Airport, downtown Vancouver, downtown Portland, 
Port of Vancouver and Port of Portland are all located within a 
fifteen-mile radius.
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• Business (38,000 in a ten-mile radius) and residential densities are 
generally much higher around CBC compared to other industrial 
parks in the greater Vancouver/Portland region, making businesses 
more convenient to customers, suppliers and employees.

• Being located in Vancouver, Washington also provides a business-
friendly competitive advantage in an increasingly competitive global 
economy, such as: no state corporate or personal income tax, a 
talented workforce with low labor costs compared to other West 
Coast locations, lower business costs such as property taxes and 
utility costs, and a cost of living that is among the lowest on the West 
Coast. 

Location Advantage
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Amenities

• With outside storage space adjacent to buildings, 
rail and barge slips, CBC accommodates staging, 
fabrication and assembly, storage and parking 
needs. Over 1,800 parking spaces and outside 
storage permit varying requirements, and large-
scale project surges of employment.

• On-site card lock fueling station, commercial truck 
wash, truck scale, multi-carrier 
broadband/telecommunication infrastructure and an 
on-site property management and engineering staff 
provide fast, responsive business support. 

• Restaurants, hotels, shopping, parks, trails and 
civic pillars are all within walking distance or a 
short drive for employees and customers.
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Economic Impact (2019 ED Hovee & Company)

• $1.6 billion in direct annual revenue, supporting 2,030 jobs averaging $80,100 per worker (60% higher 
than Clark County average).

• $2 billion in annual revenue when including multiplier effects, supporting 3,300+ jobs county-wide.

• 5-6% of Clark County’s total annual economic output.

• $10.3 million in annual property, B&O and sales tax revenue.

• Manufacturing represents only 15% of the number of firms, but accounts for roughly 87% of direct on-site 
business revenues (over $1.3 billion) and 51% of employment (over 1,000 jobs).

• On a per employee basis, gross revenue averages close to $1.5 million per job.

• Direct annual investment in plant and facilities by businesses of over $10 million (four year average).
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 Barge
• Barge slip, dolphins and whirley crane on the 

Columbia River allowing for international access 
and in-water operations.

• Barge slip accommodates river and ocean-going 
vessels up to 400 feet in length with air drafts up 
to 178 feet tall.

• Roll-on/roll-off design and operation for ease of 
loading and unloading of over-sized projects, 
which are not able to be moved via other forms of 
transportation.

• Outside storage capacity near the barge slips 
allows for unprecedented scale of outdoor 
fabrication/assembly, staging and storage, 
permitting a short on-site, one-time 
move/loading.

• Privately owned/operated/maintained facilities 
that are do-it yourself loading/unloading, 
eliminating red tape and outside controls and 
restrictions.  Daily rates/utilization able to book in 
advance. 
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• High bay buildings with up to 50’ of 
clearance and clear spans of 72’.

• Heavy duty steel structures, crane 
served up to 40 tons (65 cranes).

• Open ended, and grade level doors.

• Heavy duty power infrastructure.

• Scale of building size, variety and 
quantity to allow for multiple 
contractors and/or subcontractors to 
collaborate on all scale of projects.

Buildings
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• Rail connected to buildings.

• Office space with various floor plans/configurations and parking to support tenant needs.

• Warehouse space on-site for tenant storage/materials needs.

• Outside storage adjacency for material staging, component staging and assembly, and 
large-scale fabrication requiring clear heights over 50’.

• Proximity and connectivity to marine transportation accommodating over-sized barges and 
air drafts of up to 178’.

• Pro-active, well-capitalized ownership that continues to invest in the buildings and 
facilities to ensure that they are fit to purpose for today and tomorrow’s heavy 
manufacturing needs.

Buildings
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Rail

• Mainline connection to Burlington Northern 
Santa Fe’s North American network, and 
Vancouver yard within 3 miles.

• Over 3 miles of on-site private rail line, 
serving 12 different buildings.

• On-site short-line provider who offers cost, 
efficiency and flexibility not achievable with a 
national carrier, including; twice a day rail 
switching, lower demurrage, storage, inter-
building switching and flexibility for unusual 
requests. 
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